
ARCTIC BLUE GIN ROSE

”Experience the northern summer nature in your glass”

Story Arctic Blue is a lighter and sweeter Rose gin that brings our
homeland’s unique nature to your glass. It fits perfectly in a fizzy spritz in
summer,gin and tonic and for replacing the liqueur in a variety of cocktails
Fresh tonic water accentuates the blueberry forest aromas of the gin with rose
in the aftertaste. The purely natural colour of Arctic Blue Gin Rose comes from
freshly squeezed juice of North Karelian blueberries and the fresh summery
nuances of vacuum-distilled petals from roses in the forest. The aroma of this
double gold award winning gin in The San Francisco World Spirit Competition
and The Singapore World Spirit Competition takes you on a journey into the
coniferous forest in spring,where wild roses have just blossomed. Coniferous
flavour,juniper,bitter like berries and sweet like roses, harmoniously blended
with the aromas of a morning in a dewy blueberry forest. Thanks to our special
distillation method, all the most delicate aromas of the blueberries, their
natural pectins and essential oils are still present in Arctic Blue Gin Rose. This
Finnish artisan gin is handmade in Ilomantsi, Finland.

Producer It all started with a crazy, almost impossible vision. We
wanted to capture Finland's uniquely pure nature in a bottle for the world to
enjoy. This gave birth to the globally acclaimed Arctic Blue Gin, and the same
unwavering ambition reflects in all artisanal beverages crafted under the Arctic
Blue name. Quality is something we never compromise on. Our distillery is
located in Ilomantsi, North Karelia.

COLOR Orange Red

AROMA A harmonious combination of blueberry bushes, spruce needles
and wild forest roses

TASTE Spruce needles, juniper, bitter like berries and sweet like roses

TIPS FOR USE Rose & Tonic. Ingredients: 4cl Arctic Blue Gin Rose, 14cl
Arctic Blue Tonic, ice. Garnish: Grapefruit peel/slice, basil. Glass: Wine
glass. Preparation: Pour the ingredients over plenty of ice in a wine glass.
Gently mix. Garnish the drink with grapefruit and basil

WINE TYPE Gins
MANUFACTURER Arctic Blue

Beverages
ALCOHOL
CONTENT

37,5%

SUGAR CONTENT 50 g/l

PACKAGE SIZE 6 bottle(s)
BOTTLE
CLOSING

Synthetic
cork

BOTTLE SIZE 0,5 l
PRODUCT
NUMBER

132006
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